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     Brief Summary
The calls to Radio Ergo’s independent feedback platform this week (13-18 January 2022) continued to reflect the gravity and complexity of the ongoing 

drought affecting Somali communities across different regions. The largest number of calls were about combinations of drought-related issues, including lack 

of water; lack of fodder and death of livestock; shortage of food; failure of farms; migration in search of basic needs; conflict over resources; lack of services 

and water infrastructure; disease among people and livestock; and the need for aid. The following summarises the calls by theme.

Water shortage and drought: calls on this topic from Somaliland came from Awdal, Marodi Jeh, Togdher, Sanag and Sool, among other locations. Most 

callers were worried about the prolongation of the drought and the lack of livestock fodder. Callers in Ainabo said water catchments were drying up and 

people had migrated there from other areas. A caller in Hingalol, Sanag, said they were losing goats and camels. Another in Sanag said they had migrated to 

an area where people would not share the resources and their goats had to wait all day to get water. Another called for water and food aid. In Puntland, one 

caller in Garowe said 14 goats had died in a single morning in Saah-megaag near Boame. Another caller in an unidentified part of Puntland said their 

watermelon and onion crops had failed, the trees were eaten by termites, and the drought had caused displacement. In various parts of Mudug callers said 

livestock had died, there was no rainfall, and they needed water and food aid. Callers from across Galgadud called for aid describing lack of water and fodder 

and continuing drought. A female caller in Bahdo, Galgadud, said they had water but lacked food. Further south in Middle Shabelle, farmers in Lafole said the 

river water was turning bad and their farms were failing. In Balad, farmers asked for support to get generators as people were charging high fees to rent out 

water pumps. There were several calls from Bay, including one from a disabled man saying the drought made it harder for him to move about. A caller in 

Kismayo said their cows had died. Several callers in Gedo said the drought had gone on for a year and a half and they needed help.

IDPs – two callers in Bardera, Gedo, said there were thousands of people displaced from various places now living in camps and needing food aid and 

assistance from local businesses and aid agencies.

Health and services – a caller in Buloburte, Hiran, said there was a measles outbreak affecting families and the area lacked medicines. A female caller in 

Shilamadow, Galgadud, said they lacked health and other services and the nearest clinic was 15 kilometres away. She also said they had no school. Another 

female caller in Dalsan, Galgadud, asked for education services in her area where she said there were no schools, and they also had water shortage.

Locusts – there were a few calls from parts of Somaliland about locusts. A farmer in El-Gardi said locusts had eaten their crops and the water had turned 

sour in the wells. Another farmer in Sanag urged people to cover their crops, saying that they had successfully protected their crops from locusts last year 

and had managed to harvest their produce.

COVID19 – there were calls from various regions indicating cases of the disease, with some callers asking for advice or information about symptoms, 

treatment, and vaccines.
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Date Location Gender Theme Remarks

16-Jan-22

Adadley   

Marodi-Jeh    male COVID19

Hello Radio Ergo my name is K.A.A in Adadley. The Coronavirus is still widespread and we need 

treatment for this disease. Thank you. 

15-Jan-22

Durugsi    

Togdher     male COVID19

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is O.H in Durugsi. The people in the area are coughing and there are 

COVID19 cases being reported, we would like the doctor to tell us the symptoms of the 

Coronavirus. Thank you. 

15-Jan-22

Galkayo   

Mudug    male COVID19

Hello Radio Ergo my name is A.I.A in Galkayo, Mudug. I have a cough, joint pain and running nose 

and I need the doctor to tell us the symptoms of COVID19

16-Jan-22

Abudwak   

Galgadud     male COVID19

Hello my name is D.M in Abudwak. I would like to ask the doctor if someone who got the 

Coronavirus can get it again and does he/she need to take the vaccine. Thank you. 

15-Jan-22

Wanlaweyn   

L.Shabelle    male COVID19

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.H in Wanlaweyn, L.Shabelle. I would like to ask the doctor what is 

the difference between the previous Corona and the new one (variant). Thank you. 

15-Jan-22 Bardera   Gedo    male COVID19

Hello I am calling from Bardera. I would like to know if a person with COVID19 can be vaccinated. 

Thank you. 

15-Jan-22 South Central        male COVID19

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.O and I would like to ask the doctor how and where the Omicron 

variant started from. Thank you. 

18-Jan-22

Buleburde   

Hiran    male Health 

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A in Buleburde. There is a measles outbreak in this area, families of 

five to six people have been affected by this disease. There are no medicines available although 

some people have been injected in some clinics. We would like to know how we can treat this 

disease. Thank you. 

17-Jan-22

Afmadow   

L.Juba    male Health

Hello my name is M.A in Afmadow. We have got rainfall and there is an influx of mosquitoes and 

we would like to know how we can deal with these mosquitoes. Thank you. 

13-Jan-22

Dalsan   

Galgadud    female

Education/ 

WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is I.M.A in Dalsan. We are facing drought, water shortage and lack of 

schools. We need the government to help us get water and education. Thank you. 

17-Jan-22

Shilamadow   

Galgadud    female

Eduation/ 

Health/WASH 

Hello Radio Ergo my name is N.H.A in Shillamadow. There is drought and water shortage in this 

area. There is also no school or hospital. The closest MCH is around 15 km away. 

16-Jan-22

Bahdo   

Galgadud    female Food Security

Hello Radio Ergo my name is A. in Bahdo. We are doing well and we have got some water although 

there is food scarcity. Thank you. 

15-Jan-22 Bardera   Gedo    female IDPs

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is H.A in Bardera. There are thousands of IDPs living in camps. These 

people are destitute and they are facing food scarcity. Please help these families. Thank you. 
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13-Jan-22 Bardera   Gedo    male IDPs

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is G.A.O in Bardera. There are people that have been displaced from 

different areas in Bardera and are living in camps. We need aid organizations and local business 

people to help us. Thank you. 

16-Jan-22

Hargeisa   

Marod-Jeh    male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M.I I am calling from Hargeisa. Our goats have got running noses 

and we would like to know how we can treat them. Thank you. 

17-Jan-22

Buhodle   

Togdher    male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.B in Buhodle. There are diseases affecting livestock. The livestock 

have got running noses and swollen tonsils. We would like to know how we can treat them. Thank 

you. 

14-Jan-22 Togdher        male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is D.H.S in Togdher. The radio programme on livestock insurance is 

interesting. We don't have insurance in this part of the country and we would like to learn more 

about it. Thank you. 

17-Jan-22 Erigabo   Sanag    female

Livestock 

WASH/

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Erigabo. There is drought and disease that are taking a toll on 

our livestock. Please share our information. Thank you. 

14-Jan-22 Sanag        male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M.A in Sanag region. Our goats are sick and they have rashes and 

sores on their bodies. I would like to know how we can treat them. Thank you. 

16-Jan-22 Somaliland        male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is S.F.H. I welcome the livestock insurance programme to save the 

livestock in dry seasons. We need more insurance companies. Thank you. 

16-Jan-22

Bosaso   

Bari    male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M. in Bosaso. I would like to know how we can treat our livestock 

that have got diarrhoea. Thank you. 

18-Jan-22 Puntland        male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, there have been parasites that have infested our goats and we need the vet 

doctors to help us treat our livestock. Please share our message. Thank you. 

18-Jan-22 Puntland        male Livestock

Hello my name is M.D.O. My goats are running short of breath. They are breathing heavily and I 

would like to know what causes this and how we can treat it. Thank you. 

15-Jan-22

Ado-Kibir   

Mudug    male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is F.A. in Ado-Kibir. There are diseases killing our livestock especially 

the goats and camels. This disease affects the mouths and jaws of the livestock. Thank you. 

18-Jan-22

Adado   

Galgadud    male

Livestock/ 

WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is H.E. in Adado. There is water and fodder shortage affecting the 

livestock and they are affected by 'Dhabar-Jabshe' disease. 

18-Jan-22

Abudwak   

Galgadud    male Livestock

Hello Raido Ergo, my name is R.O.A in Abudwak. We have injected our livestock with medicines to 

deal with parasites. The parasites have not died or gone away. We need the vet doctors to tell us if 

we can inject them again. 
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13-Jan-22

Abudwak   

Galgadud    male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo my name is M. in Abudwak. I would like the vet doctor to tell us what causes 

CCPP in livestock. How can we treat it and is their any preventive measure? Also is this disease 

common in the dry or rainy season? Thank you. 

15-Jan-22

Abudwak    

Galgadud    female Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo my name is S.M.J in Berbera. Our livestock have got CCPP disease and I would like 

to know how we can treat this disease. Thank you. 

15-Jan-22

Dhusamareb   

Galgadud    male Livestock

Hello my name is S. in Dhusamareb. I am a pastoralist keeping goats, they have got running nose 

and they are mostly weak, they don't leave their shed. We would like to know what is causing this. 

Thank you. 

16-Jan-22

Middle 

Shabelle        female

Livestock/ 

WASH

Hello my name is F. in Middle Shabelle. We are facing drought that has affected our livestock. They 

also have measles and we need medicine. Thank you.

13-Jan-22

Middle 

Shabelle        male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo my name is M.H in M.Shabelle. Our goats are sick and they have got unknown 

diseases. That is our main concern, thank you. 

13-Jan-22

Wanlaweyn   

L.Shabelle    male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A. in Wanlaweyn. My goats have got mouth diseases and I would like 

the vet doctors to tell how we can treat them. Thank you. 

16-Jan-22 El-Ade        male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is S.A.J in El-Ade. I would like to ask if Daawo-Maqaarka (skin medicine) 

has any effect on pregnant livestock. Thank you. 

17-Jan-22 South Central        male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is G. I would like to ask the doctor what causes 'Dhabar-Jabshe' 

disease. Thank you. 

15-Jan-22 South Central        male Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, F.A.N. I would like to know how to deal with camel pox disease affecting our 

camels. They have got rashes on their bodies. 

15-Jan-22

Buhodle   

Togdher    male Locust

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Buhodle. We are in the dry season and we have been invaded 

by the locust plague. We need aeroplanes to help us spray the locusts. Thank you. 

15-Jan-22

Buhodle   

Togdher    male Locust

Hello my name is A.H.A in Buhodle. We are doing well although there is the locust threat. We have 

got some water and we are mostly concerned about these insects. Thank you. 

14-Jan-22 Sanag        male Locust

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Sanag, last year we were invaded by locusts and we were able 

to successfully fend off the locusts, we covered the crops and reaped off good produce. I would 

like to advise people to also cover their crops. Thank you.  

17-Jan-22 Somaliland        male Locust/WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling El-Gardi. We owned farms and we used boreholes to water them. 

The farms have been eaten by locusts and the water is becoming sour. Please share our message 

so that we can get help. Thank you.

18-Jan-22

El-Afweyn   

Sanag    male Agriculture

Hello I am calling from El-Afweyn. We are concerned about butterflies that have been descending 

on our tomato plants. 
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14-Jan-22 Puntland        male

WASH/ 

Agriculture

Hello Radio Ergo, we have been hit by drought that has led to displacement. Our farm crops 

including onions and water melons have failed. Termites have been eating into the trees. Thank 

you. 

13-Jan-22 Puntland        male Agriculture

Hello Radio Ergo, there are pests eating the leaves of our crops. These pests are very small and not 

visible to the eye. The trees are losing their leaves. We need the experts to tell us how we can 

protect the leaves. Thank you.

13-Jan-22

Galkayo   

Mudug    male Agriculture

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Galkayo and my name is M. We are growing watermelons, okra 

and pepper. Our farms have been invaded by aphids and I would like to know how we can control 

these pests and improve our farm. Also how can the male and female pawpaw trees be cross-

pollinated to produce the fruits. Thank you. 

13-Jan-22

Galkayo   

Mudug    male Agriculture

Hello Radio Ergo my name is M.N.A in Galkayo. I am a farmer growing pawpaw, lemons and 

mangoes. There are disease and pests affecting my crops. I would also like to know how we can 

deal with aphids. Thank you. 

18-Jan-22

Abudwak   

Galgadud    male Agriculture

Hello Radio Ergo my name is M.N in Abudwak. I have got a mango tree in my house and it has been 

invaded by pests. We need to the agriculture expert to tell us how we can deal with pests. Thank 

you. 

18-Jan-22 Jalalaqsi   Hiran    male Agriculture

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.Y in Jalalaqsi, Hiran. I would like the expert to tell us about the 

white substances that appear on sesame plants. 

14-Jan-22

Dhumaley   

M.Shabelle    male Agriculture

Hello my name is M.H in in Dhumaley near Jowhar. There have been aphids attacking our farms 

and I would like to know how we can deal with them. Thank you. 

13-Jan-22 Dollow    Gedo    male Agriculture

Hello my name is M.O.A in Dollow. I am a farmer and my tomato plants have been infested by 

pests making them turn white. I would like to know how we can treat them. Thank you. 

13-Jan-22

Kismayo   

L.Juba    male Agriculture

Hello I am calling from Kismayo. We are farmers and although locusts are not a big threat to our 

farms, floods have cost us a lot. We need advice on how we can save our farms from flooding. 

Thank you. 

13-Jan-22

Gargaro   

Awdal    male WASH

Hello my name is A.M.Y in Gargaro, Awdal. There is widespread drought that has affected the 

livestock. The fodder is getting scarce and we don't know how we will feed our livestock. We are 

appealing for help. Thank you. 

15-Jan-22

Lughaya   

Awdal    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.A.M in Lughaya. We have been hit hard by drought that has killed 

our livestock. Please share our message so that we can get help. 

14-Jan-22

Daadmaren   

Togdher    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Daadmaren. There is drought that has affected the people and 

livestock. We need the aid organizations and the government to reach us with aid. Please share 

our message. Thank you. 
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15-Jan-22

Qura-dheer   

Togdher    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.M.I in Qura-dheer. We are facing prolonged drought and we need 

aid intervention. Thank you. 

16-Jan-22 Togdher        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Togdher. This area has been facing severe drought and we pray 

to God for help. Thank you Radio Ergo for your services. Thank you. 

18-Jan-22

Ainabo  

Sool male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is S.M.A in Ainabo. We are facing drought and water shortage. There 

are some families that have migrated to this area. We pray that we get rainfall. Thank you. 

13-Jan-22 Ainabo      Sool male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo my name is M.A.Y in Ainabo. We are facing drought and the water catchment 

areas are drying up. The government has not reached out to us and we need help. Thank you. 

16-Jan-22 Erigabo   Sanag    male WASH 

Hello Radio Ergo my name is A.S.O in Erigabo, Sanag. We are facing drought that has taken a toll on 

our farms. Please send us cash aid so that we can revive the farms. Thank you. 

16-Jan-22 Erigabo   Sanag    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Erigabo. There is drought in this area that has displaced many 

families. We pray that we get rainfall. Thank you. 

15-Jan-22 Hingalol   Sanag    male WASH

Hello my name is A.J in Hingalol. We are facing drought and we are losing our goats and camels. 

We are appealing for help. Thank you. 

17-Jan-22 Sanag        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Sanag region. We are facing severe drought, we need aid 

organizations to help us get water and food aid. Thank you. 

16-Jan-22 Sanag        male WASH

Hello my name is S.A.A in Sanag. We have migrated and met some families who refused to share 

the resources with us. Our goats sometimes come back at 8:00pm after waiting the whole day for 

water. We need aid intervention. Thank you. 

18-Jan-22 Sanag        male WASH

Hello my name is A. in Sanag. We are facing water shortage that has led to migration of people. 

We are appealing for water aid. Thank you. 

18-Jan-22 Ba'adley   Sool    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is J.S.D in Ba'adley, Sool region. We are facing drought, the water 

boreholes have dried up and we pray for rainfall. Thank you. 

15-Jan-22

Shiisha  

Sool     male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Shiisha. We are facing water shortage caused by prolonged 

drought. That is our main concern today. Thank you. 

13-Jan-22 Lasanod   Sool    male

WASH/

Locust

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.Y in Lasanod. There is drought and water shortage. There is also 

the threat of locusts and we need intervention. Thank you. 

16-Jan-22 Lasanod   Sool    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name H.Y in Lasanod. There is drought and water shortage that has affected 

us. We need aid intervention. Thank you. 
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13-Jan-22 Somaliland        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo I calling from Somaliland. There is drought in Sool, Sanag and Togdher. There is 

drought in these regions and we are not able to get market for our livestock. The people in these 

regions need aid intervention. 

13-Jan-22 Somaliland        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M.D in Geed-Hamar. There is water shortage that has affected the 

people and livestock. 

13-Jan-22 Somaliland         male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I would like to inform you that we have been affected by fodder and water 

shortage. We are facing drought and we are appealing for help. Thank you. 

15-Jan-22 Somaliland        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Bali-Said. We are facing drought and water shortage and we 

need aid organizations to help us deal with water shortages. Thank you.

18-Jan-22

Qardo  

Bari    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo my name is S.F in Qardo. We have been hit by drought that has led to migration. 

Many families from Mudug region have come here and the resources are scarce. We need help. 

Thank you. 

13-Jan-22 Garowe   Nugal    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A.A in Garowe. We are facing water shortage and our livestock are 

dying due to water shortage. We need aid organizations to help us access water. Thank you. 

18-Jan-22 Garowe   Nugal    male WASH

Hello my name is H.K in Garowe. There is widespread drought in the rural areas. In Saah-megaag 

14 goats have died of drought in one morning. We need aid organizations to help us. Thank you. 

15-Jan-22 Puntland        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is K.K.B. I am calling from Garas Gabogaabo. I would like to report 

drought and water shortage. We need aid intervention, thank you. 

18-Jan-22

Baadweyne   

Mudug    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is F.G in Baadweyne. We have lost many livestock to drought and we 

still have not got the rainfall. We are appealing for help. Thank you. 

17-Jan-22

Galkayo   

Mudug    female WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M.J in Galkayo. We are concerned about drought and water 

shortage. We need water aid. Please share our message. Thank you. 

14-Jan-22 Hobyo   Mudug    female WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Hobyo, we have been facing water shortage and we are 

appealing for help. Thank you. 

14-Jan-22

Sahawanag   

Mudug    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is I. in Sahawanag. There is drought that has affected us. We need the 

government to help us survive the drought. Thank you. 

15-Jan-22 Mudug        male WASH

Hello my name is A.M in Mudug region. This area has been hit by drought that has affected people 

and animals. We pray to God for help and we hope to get aid intervention. Thank you. 

18-Jan-22 Mudug        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Mudug region. This area has seen food and water shortage. Our 

livestock have perished and we need the government to help us. Thank you. 
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15-Jan-22

Adado   

Galgadud    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.O in Adado. There is drought and water shortage that has affected 

many people. The livestock are dying and we need aid organizations to help us. Thank you. 

17-Jan-22

Adado   

Galgadud    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.O in Adado. There is drought and water shortage in this area. 

Please share our message so that we get intervention. Thank you. 

14-Jan-22

Abudwak    

Galgadud    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is S.O.I in Abudwak. We are facing drought and water shortage and we 

need water aid. Please share our message so that we can get help. Thank you. 

18-Jan-22

Abudwak   

Galgadud    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.F.A in Libah-Sehay. There is widespread drought and water 

shortage that have wreaked havoc in this area. 

15-Jan-22

Guriel   

Galgadud    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo my name is I.L.A in Guriel. There is severe drought that has affected our livestock. 

We are appealing for help. Thank you

18-Jan-22

Guriel   

Galgadud    female WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is S.M in Guriel. There is drought that has led to water and fodder 

shortage. We are appealing for help. Thank you. 

14-Jan-22

Guriel   

Galgadud    female WASH

Hello my name is A.H in Guriel. We are facing drought and water shortage. Our livestock are dying 

and we have not got any aid. Please share our message with aid organizations so that we can get 

help. Thank you. 

17-Jan-22

Dhusamareb   

Galgadud    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Dhusamareb. There is drought in this area and we need the 

government to help us. Thank you. 

16-Jan-22

Dhusamareb   

Galgadud    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A.H in Dhusamareb. We are doing well although there is drought 

and hardships. We need the government and aid organizations to help us get aid. Thank you. 

13-Jan-22

Dhusamareb   

Galgadud    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M.A in Dhusamareb. We are facing drought conditions in this area 

and we need help. Thank you. 

13-Jan-22

Buleburte   

Hiran    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.D in Buleburte. There is severe drought that has affected the 

people and livestock. The water and fodder is getting scarce and we are appealing for help. Thank 

you. 

13-Jan-22

Lafole   

M.Shabelle    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M.I in Lafole. We are facing drought and water shortage. The river 

water is getting sour and the farms are failing. We have been depending on agriculture and we are 

appealing for help. Thank you. 

13-Jan-22

Balad   

M.Shabelle    male

WASH/ 

Agriculture

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is K.M.E in Bal'ad. We are facing water shortage. We are farmers and 

there are people charging $2 to use water pumps and access water. We need aid organizations to 

help us get generators so that we can get water. Thank you. 
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13-Jan-22

Middle 

Shabelle        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is S.F in Middle Shabelle. There is drought and water shortage and we 

need aid intervention. Thank you. 

18-Jan-22

Baidoa   

Bay    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.A.S in Baidoa. We are facing water shortage and drought and we 

need Radio Ergo to help us get water. Thank you. 

13-Jan-22

Ufurow

Bay    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M in Ufurow. The people and livestock are facing drought. Please 

share our message so that we can get help. Thank you. 

14-Jan-22 Buur-Eyle   Bay    male WASH/PLWD

Hello Radio Ergo my name is A.M.O in Buur-Eyle. There is drought and people living with 

disabilities like me have been hit harder. I would like to get a wheel-chair so that I can move 

around. Thank you. 

13-Jan-22

Kismayo   

L.Juba    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Kismayo. We are facing drought and water shortage. Our 

livestock especially the cows have died. We need help. 

13-Jan-22 Bardera   Gedo    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is O.I.K. in Bardera, Gedo. We are doing well although it is very hot. I 

would like to advise the people to pray to God to alleviate the drought conditions. Thank you 

18-Jan-22 Dollow    Gedo    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A in Dollow. There is prolonged drought that has hit us for the past 

year and a half. We are appealing for help. Thank you. 

18-Jan-22 Dollow    Gedo    male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A in Dollow, we are facing drought and water shortage. Please 

share our message with aid organizations. Thank you. 

16-Jan-22

Garbaharey 

Gedo female WASH Hello my name is A.S. in Qodahley. We are grappling with drought and water shortage. Thank you. 

15-Jan-22 South Central        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is H.A.S. The river water has become contaminated. The water looks 

okay but when we fetch it, it has a pungent smell. Thank you. 

14-Jan-22 South central         male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, we are facing drought and we pray to God for rainfall. Thank you for your 

programmes. 

18-Jan-22 South Central         male WASH 

Hello my name is A.A.D. We are farmers and our crops have failed due to water shortage. We need 

aid organizations to help us. Thank you. 

14-Jan-22 South Central        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, there is drought and our livestock are dying. We need aid organizations to help 

us, the people in the rural areas have been facing dire situation and we are appealing for help. 

Please share our message with aid organizations. Thank you. 

17-Jan-22 South Central        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, there is severe drought and water shortage in this area although this conditions 

have been cutting across the country. Thank you. 
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13-Jan-22 South Central        female WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is H. There are people crying out to aid organizations to help in 

alleviating the drought conditions. I would like to tell them it's only God that can help and they 

should instead pray to God. 

13-Jan-22

Somali Region 

Ethiopia        male WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.A.H in Somali Ethiopian region. We are facing drought and we 

need the government to help us get water. Thank you

13-Jan-22

Awr-bogeys   

Sanag    male Environment

Hello I am calling from Awr-Bogeys, Sanag. We are doing well and there are people cutting down 

trees. We don't have government officials to stop the deforestation. Please share our message. 

16-Jan-22 Somaliland        male Environment

Hello Radio Ergo, there are people cutting down trees and we need to get measures to preserve 

the environment. Please share my message. Thank you. 

14-Jan-22 Bosaso       Bari    male Conflict

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is Y.M.M in Bosaso. We are concerned about insecurity, there have 

been efforts by local leaders to meditate the issue although they have failed. Thank you. 
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